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Abstract- People can solve all problem by coming together, supporting each other and also important to respect each other decision. People connect and interact with many people through social networking. Share their views, collecting various information, giving their opinion, it help to taking right decision. Important to find the exact problem then try to communicate with lot of people and then after apply all possible consequences. Problems arises in our everyday life, but it is not a big issue main thing is we know or find the exact solution by applying different ideas on it. We gathered varieties of solution by involving huge people. Every person have different skill and they have different way to think , when people connecting with each other sharing problem , collecting different ideas and view together then they will get perfect and correct solution of the problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solving problems together does not mean to come together and solve problem, it means people connect with other through many ways like social media as well as social networking. It means, if one person facing problem then they have option to contact with many people at a time through networking

FOR EXAMPLE: our current problem is “COVID 19” People fight against this corona virus. We really need permanent solution from this, now it is most difficult situation for everyone. So important things is that we can connect people through media , news and social networking sites , for helping and supporting each other think together then start solving this critical problem.

II. ELABORATIVE APPROACH

We will definitely win if people cooperate each other and follow all instructions which Government are providing us. Nothing is impossible if everyone coming together, ready to fight with this problem by connecting socially, not in crowd. We will get permanent solution. Important to take right step on right time and taking right decision which will give benefit to us

III. FINDINGS

- SOCIAL MEDIA IS GOOD FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION:

It is helpful for collecting new ideas through this, we can aware from updates. People comes through different background and being together can share their knowledge and can solve each other problems by giving suggestion and also helps to develop their knowledge as well as personal skill. They will get help from coming out from difficulties. It shows how users view, share and engage with content. We can exactly understand, how people involve in this what are their prospective, how they think. By sharing Instant new post, current news etc., we can easily aware about what exactly going on. We can be familiar about current situation or any problem.
• **CHANGES NEEDED ACCORDING TO SITUATION:**
Modification needed according to situation. Changes may be anything like large as well as small. Suppose implementation of new technology or some changes in policy or procedure.

**FOR EXAMPLE:** According to current situation people faced many problems because of corona virus cases, all companies announced to work from home, this is also a change which government approved and also people adopt that changes and they are working from their home.

• **“CLEANLINESS IS NEEDED FOR HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT”**

• **WHY UNEMPLOYMENT RISES AND DECLINE IN THE ECONOMY:**
This is the biggest problem of our country. The price of goods increases but the consumer income is constant, but if income of consumer is rises then consumer might increase purchase of clothes, necessities goods, and luxury good and electronic devices so they spend more money. If any companies struggle then first, they reduce their cost and stop to hire new workers for company, which can impact on employment growth and can increase unemployment.

**FOR EXAMPLE:** “DUE TO COVID 19 ECONOMY GOES DOWN ”

According to current scenario because of slow growth and continue spreading of the virus economy condition is worst. Decline in earning, investments etc.

• **PROVIDING BETTER EDUCATION SYSTEM:**
Education play an important role for solving problem, our knowledge depends on education. For better education important to use latest technology, easy language for understand, Motivational students for doing smart work. Education is helping to learn or explore new things in fruitful way and also help to think in productive way. People thought process their creative mind depends on their knowledge. Learning process and teaching strategies can develop a student personal skill, it identifies the ability of student. So, by providing good education system we can solve maximum problems.

• **A GREAT TEAM WORK SOLVE ANY PROBLEM:**
A team deal with any complex problem can require greater coordination. Need to follow the instructions finding solution and reaching on specified way to complete any task or fight with difficulties in most effective and efficient manner. Build good relationship with other members, motivate each other for giving their best enhance their performance. Due to responsibility of members people are helpless and due to this they are going outside together, find proper way
of solving problems and work together efficiently by follow rules and regulation.

FOR EXAMPLE: CURRENT SITUATION IS WORSE PEOPLE TRYING TO FIGHT WITH COVID 19

Need to cooperate with each other by follow the instructions like wearing mask, using hand sanitizer, keep stay in home, avoid travelling , doing all these and taking protection we can fight and definitely we will get permanent solution from corona virus.

- RIGHT DECISION-MAKING IS IMPORTANT FOR SOLVING PROBLEM:
Taking right decision is important for leadership, management and also for balancing personal life. First to understand the issue gather, all facts, think about all possible options, share your views with others, collecting various information then explain your decision with others and also choose your best alternative.

“ALWAYS CHOOSE DECISION WHICH IS GOOD FOR ALL AND WHICH WILL PROVIDE BENEFIT TO US”

CONCLUSION

Problem solving involve in taking right decision to achieving specific goal ,identifying the problem and looking for best solution by supporting and respecting each other decision and also follow the procedures .Important to collect information explore all possible solution, every individual has different way to think and solve problem , so improve individuals’ abilities to solve problem . People must sure before taking any decision, concept should be clear. There are many ways to solve all problem but the thing is that we know the exact problem and we have willing to solve that problem by connecting with people and taking other decision.
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